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A Pro-FIGU Collaborative Resource to Support and Connect Those who
Study the Spiritual Teaching

Toward The Truth Group Holds April
Meeting in Prescott, Arizona
By Karrol Steeves
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Presentation Highlights

Standing - left to right: Janice

Adair, Will Robinson, Karrol Steeves,
Larry Driscoll, David Bax, Derrick Lee, Patrick McKnight, Robert
Kellohen, Scott Whitney. Seated- left to right: Nell Arnaud, Donna
Ambrose, Yoko Robinson, Cheryl Gusukuma, Mij Shippen and
Maria Grijalva. Not Pictured: Bill Steeves (Photographer) and Alex
Williams

Seventeen people, which
included 11 members and 6
guests gathered for Toward the
Truth meeting in Prescott
Arizona on April 21 and 22nd
for our bi-annual “land”
meeting. The meeting was
held at the Gurley Street Grill
in a meeting room that
overlooked downtown
Prescott.

with a presentation on the
Arizona Project by guest
speaker Larry Driscoll, on
buying land and building a
residence or future center
in the surrounding area.
Anyone wanting to
relocate to the area should
contact Larry; he has done
a tremendous amount of
research and can answer
many of your questions.

Saturday Morning started off

(Continued on Page 2)
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Toward The Truth Group Holds Spring Meeting
Nell Arnaud presented the
study group update
sandwiched between the two
peace meditations that are held
on Saturday. The group
enjoyed a buffet lunch and then
Patrick McKnight presented an
update on the website.
On Sunday Derrick Lee played
sample voices for his text to
speech project. He wanted our
feedback on which voices we
preferred and whether several
voices should be used to voice
the audio version of the contact
notes project he is working on.

Continued from page 1

Maria Grijalva discussed the
501c proposed 501c project.
This has now been shelved due
the complexity of the endeavor
compared to the expected
donations to the group.
I did a presentation building a
simple pro-FIGU structure
with the virtual study group
not only as place for those
interested in learning to gather
but also as a support center for
future actual study groups
throughout the country. This
idea sprang from Christian
Frehner’s suggestion that we
focus on small face-to-face
groups at this point in time.
Tour of Scott’s Farm: Top, Marie tells
Mij about the rabbit business. Lower ,
Donna communes with a goat.

The group listens to Patrick McKnight’s
Presentation on the progress of the website.
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After the peace meditation and lunch everyone
went over to Scott Whitney’s house to listen to
his presentation on raising food, and toured his
small farm to see all of the progress he has
made since last year. Scott has started a new
company, Whitney Family Farms and is now
supplying local restaurants with his efforts.
Scott and his girlfriend Marie raise rabbits,
chickens, eggs, goats and variety of fruits and
vegetables. The group then went back to the
meeting room and put together a formal
decision making process and voting process for
the group. We developed two levels of
membership for the group, which consists of
working (voting) and general (non-voting
members). The next meeting will be October
21st and 22nd at the same location.
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Larry has
his Book of
the Talmud
Immanuel
on display.

Bill Steeves listens to
Larry explain his house
design.

Tour of Larry Driscoll’s Property
Larry has lived at his property for a year; he designed his home and did some of the construction
himself. He is now in the process putting in a garden. On the wall in the photos can be seen some of
Larry’s research on over-population, and some of the beam ship photos taken by Billy.
The information below titled “Residential
Buildings” is a, from German to English,
translation by Larry Driscoll, circa year 2000.
The information comes from the German
language book, Aus den Tiefen des
Weltenraums… Kontakte mit den
Plejadiern/Plejaren (From the Depths of
Space…Contact with the Pleiadian/Plejaren),
pages 212-213, by author ‘Billy’ Eduard Albert
Meier.
Residential Buildings
There is in fact on Erra, the central planet of the
Pleiadian/Plejaren, also some large cities with
several stories high dwellings, however, there
are to be found no high rise blocks in the form
of high rise buildings or skyscrapers or similar,
where humans have to live crammed together.

Between the residential buildings are to be
found spreading out parks and gardens, which
are provided with neatly laid out walks. Also,
to be found are landing pads for passenger and
material space vehicles at well-arranged central
locations, which correspond to a general
ownership and can be used by everyone
according to need. Streets of any kind are
completely unknown, because the
Pleiadian/Plejaren use no land vehicles
whatsoever. So, all of the living areas are pure
pedestrian zones, where there is no noise, no
traffic chaos and no environmental pollution
from exhaust fumes, etc. The majority of the
Pleiadian/Plejaren prefer not to be in the cities,
but to live away from these in the country,
respectively, on the land, in fact, in single
Continued…
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(Continued)

family houses, which exhibit a hemispherical or spherical form shape and a minimal diameter of 21
meters. A very important point is that the construction material consists of very robust metal alloys
or synthetic material, which is extracted from the soil, in fact, from sand. This synthetic material is
similar to our silicon. Each single family exists by itself alone on a fertile land plot, which as a rule is
a hectare (10,000 square meters = 100 x 100 meters) in area. The living community, respectively,
families on these land plots try to be as self-sufficient as possible, consequently each has one of
every accommodation, for example, its own water and energy supply, which is not dependent upon
a public network. For its own domestic requirements each family, or other living unit, lays out on
these land plots, its own fruit, vegetable, herb and flower gardens, which diligently are cultivated
and maintained with great pleasure. Quite commonly is each fertile ground area used for natural
food planting and consequently cultivated accordingly. A homestead is so built and sized, that it
provides for a five headed family site and no more, for this advised maximum number for
descendants amounts to no more than three children per woman. This is an advice of the High
Council, which, is followed, like all other advices. For peace preservation reasons etc., parents-in
law may not live together in the same household with their in partnership, respectively, marriage
alliance children; a rule, which is observed uniformly without exception. Parents-in law can
however live on an adjoining land plot in their own single family house, however they may in no
way interfere in the interests of their children, if these marry or are grown up beyond the
upbringing age. As well, this is a rule like many also which universally is observed. At 14 to 16
years the children of the parent’s leave the house, in order to become further educated in small
groups and within the community of children of the same age.
Here, the man is polygamous in contrast to the woman who has a monogamous tendency, and this
is taken into account by the Pleiadian/Plejaren in the form, that a man can marry up to four women,
which also prevents prostitution, which with these extraterrestrials no longer exists since primeval
times. Hence, if in accordance with this rule, a man has two, three or four wives, then these reside
often in a so-called quad, which consists of a correspondingly larger plot of land and two, three or
four single family houses, consequently each one woman has her own refuge and therefore her own
dwelling and household.
In regard to the buildings should be mentioned, that these are built absolutely earthquake proof
against the most severe tremors. As well, they are absolutely secure against lightning and
elementary storms, etc. All structures, even if they are very large, are made in one seamless piece, as
a rule have only a few stories, and possess a floating body type of suspension system.

To believe or not to believe...that is the question
By Derrick Lee
My honest look into belief systems, and their effects on the consciousness, and psyche of the
human being as he searches for the truth.
"Who will not comprehend the truth with his understanding, but only with his belief, can not
harvest the fruit from it". - From the O.M. Kanon 53:26 (Billy Eduard Albert Meier)
Continued through page 8
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For ages man has wondered about his own existence and understanding of them. Through his search for
the truth, he has had a multitude of paths before him that he thinks he must choose to follow. Some
paths are laid out for him to follow since birth through family religious structure and or, others, he has
dabbled in through his own curiosity hoping to perhaps find some answers about life and his purpose in
it.
With the multitudes of beliefs and faiths from religions and sects so prevalent in our society, and
through the exposure of them, he is taught that he must choose one of these paths to identify with his
environment, himself, his world, and to give his life meaning and purpose to him in a true sense.
Through the rise and fall of many civilizations, there has always existed ones that have created one of the
many belief systems by which man has followed, or has been deeply subjected to and he has been taught
to regard these beliefs as "truth" without question and to be subservient to their creator gods or saints
etc. through faith.
While others adamantly believe that their faith is the "real truth" through their religious beliefs and so
forth, a deep seeded question still remains...
What is the real truth about our purpose in life? And if a belief in religions/ creator gods/ etc. is
supposed to remedy this question, than why is there so much discord among the many religions and
belief systems and wars in the name of their gods and their faith in them as a result of their beliefs?
This is what ultimately leads to personal conflicts of interest as well as wars for which there is seemingly
no peaceful resolution nor end to the wars.
As we can clearly see through all of the religious wars in our history, right up until the present, belief
plays one of the most predominant roles in human history. Sadly aside from some scientists and truth
seekers, man has lost his inclination to search and investigate all matters of life to it's finest degree but
only through his system of beliefs which produce nothing in which to build on.
Belief systems may very well be the most controversial subject of our time and will ultimately present
the question to one's self...can we find conclusive answers to account for life and our own purpose
through one's own logic, reasoning, true spirituality and self determination??? Or would the alternative
be subscribing to a belief alone?
Over the years I have known many good people that have been involved with one religion or another
and through those acquaintances and the many conversations of politics, religion, metaphysics and the
occult, I myself had my share of a variety of beliefs about Life, death, God, universal consciousness, the
human beings soul, Spirit, our origin, our purpose, and so on.
We must ask ourselves...
Do we live by a belief system, or do we live by natural laws?
Out of the billions of creatures that roam our planet, not one of them possesses a belief system of any
kind or in any way except for the human being. I often use this explanation as an example to show how
blatantly and unconsciously people turn away from natural laws. Perhaps because they are bombarded
by religions and media that presents a false lack and need for one to believe in one of the many world
religions or sects that inevitably pulls him into their grasp and draws the person away from reality, only
to replace his thoughts by things in which produce no actual cognition (recognition of the truth). Like
faith and belief alone.
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Is it necessary to have a belief at all?
If you look at natural laws that govern all of life, you will not find even one creature that exists that
utilizes a belief system of any kind except for the human being.
Truth cannot be realized as long as a belief system is adhered to because "truth", is based on natural
laws which cannot be changed, or be dependent on faiths, and beliefs, because faiths and beliefs are
always subject to change and revision, unlike the "actual truth" and they are limited to the individual
persons own material perception however misguided or delusional it may be through his particular
belief and he will try to make this conform to modern day thinking, because he shapes it this way with
his own creative thinking, in a mystical manner and calls it "his truth".
Belief systems contradict the very nature of truth, (natural laws) and life, because the existence of "life
itself", is it's "own proof", and is eternally constant, and never depends on man's belief and belief
systems to sustain itself which fade like the wind, after a great storm, and are solely dependent on a
believer's faith, or a human beings own subservience, to the dominating religious factors, rules, or
beliefs, and is ultimately subjected to a belief through his own blind faith and is tutored through the
many machinations and control issues from childhood till death by the predominating religions and
powers that inevitably force one's attention from birth, to death, into subservience to that particular
belief.
A dominating factor:
Over 5 billion people profess to believe in a religious faith and are associated with one of the world
religions, Sectarian belief, or metaphysical belief etc.
For some time now, I have been on a personal campaign against religious belief and those said belief
systems that dominate the minds and the thinking processes and feelings of the greater majority of
people living here on earth, as well as myself.
Why?
This has been a scientific/religious argument in our era and will be for years to come because of the
clash of religious/occult belief VS: scientific evidence and universal laws and true spiritual principals
that govern life itself.
From what I have learned through the studies of the creational teachings of the spirit brought to
humanity through incredibly arduous circumstances by Billy Eduard Albert Meier and the Plejaren
extraterrestrials, is that religious or sectarian belief and faith alone, are the first barriers that separate the
human from the truth, reality, reasonable logical thinking, true love, true peace, and the wisdom of
knowledge that was earned through personal investigations,
Things that don't actually exist or that are based on delusion and fantasy seem to be largely accepted by
the populace without enough examination and thorough investigations as to the validity of the subject
matter at hand in which they BELIEVE.
Defending a belief system:
I found it most interesting to observe a persons reactions when their belief systems are challenged, or
confronted, and they begin to defend their belief system with fierce conviction, as though there were a
tantalizing, underlying doubt, fear and insecurity within themselves, or they appeared to be in a state of
trying to convince themselves that their belief is correct because they failed at their responsibility to find
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conclusive answers through their own seeking which produces cognition.
Definition of Cognition:
cog·ni·tion:
noun
1. the act or process of knowing; perception.
2. the product of such a process; something thus known, perceived, etc.
3. knowledgeTrue cognition only comes when the individual empties himself /herself of "all unreal beliefs" and
mysticism that shroud the truth with religious falsifications to the degree of making it unrecognizable for
the human to ever have a cognition/understanding. One should recognize that this is an understanding
that comes from acknowledgement of the spiritual intelligence that dwells within us all and it can never
be denied when truly understood.
For some, I would think that the transition from a belief system into the teachings of spirit would be a
gradual process, slowly weeding out false beliefs and replacing them with truthful knowledge. But for
myself, it was quite a quick experience. Within days of studying the teachings as well as contact notes,
the walls that have been around me shrouding me from clear thinking and true intelligence fell away
from me like a crashing building along with a river of tears and a monumental gratefulness to the truth
and my new ability to grasp it. I truly felt connected to a universal existence.
There came a freedom that I never knew...a freedom from falseness and religious and new age belief. I
felt born again as if I had just awakened from a deep slumber. From now on I am free because I can see m
belief systems for what they are. The truth has set me free and I can finally build my life on the
foundation of truth and within the natural laws of creation. Yes...the truth does set you free because now
I am.
Religious residue.
People from many different backgrounds, whether they are coming from religious beliefs, metaphysical
frames of thinking etc., have come very far in their journey to (arrive) come into the creational material.
Through the many schools of thinking within oceans of different beliefs, for some, they still carry with
them the residue of their former belief system. This will present challenges coming into the creational
material however because of the clash of religious "belief" verses spiritual universal natural laws of
creation which the creational teachings represent and continuously and exhaustively clarify. But this is
not a problem if one really takes the time, and without believing, goes about the task of understanding
creative laws and principals which are there for us to learn and evolve with and require not one iota of
belief.
Because of the underlying "unconscious" un-investigated truth that has not yet come into fruition and
remains as a blank page so to speak as un-investigated thoughts, (without resolution through cognizant
study and intensive investigation), these belief systems linger and float around in our consciousness so to
speak, unanswered with certainty as long as we don't ask the questions. So there are some still asking the
questions, and perhaps some are still clinging to false beliefs to a degree for whatever reason they have,
or don't have.
It is important to recognize this because the actual truth of everything have absolutely nothing to do with
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beliefs of any kind and can and will never conform, change, comply, or ever need revision to conform to
man's so called modern thinking or religious sectarian belief.
Self-analysis is a key factor:
Without a deep self-analysis of the shroud of beliefs surrounding the person’s consciousness he will
remain in his belief system even though he may not "Believe" he is, or he is not cognizant or consciously
aware of it. In order to correct this error, extensive self-analysis is a key factor and absolutely essential.
What is the hardest thing to overcome for "EX" religious humans regarding spirituality?
The hardest thing for ex religious humans to achieve is letting go of their belief systems altogether. Even
if that person doesn't consider himself /herself religious, within the core of their being they still may
cling to the basic fairy tail like beliefs and submissive behavior regarding a creator god or angels, saints,
gurus and the like. As a result of their bringing up and their own choices etc. most are unaware of this
fact because it is embedded in their sub-consciousness and un-consciousness and is hammered into
them from youth, to old age.
So what then? What does one have left to believe in???
When a person hangs on to "belief" and "faith" alone, sending all of their thoughts and energy to an
unknown "higher" power without extensive personal investigations as to the source, origin, and validity
of that "higher" power in which they believe, the truth remains unseen and unknown to them.
These are some of the many questions that I would like to explore in part two, as I will try to bring into
focus the light of the "actual truth" versus blind belief in anything or anyone whatsoever.
End of part one of: ‘To believe or not to believe’

German Corner

Er kommt aus der Ferne (He comes from a distance.)

German Preposition “aus”

• Aus in the Sense of ‘Made Out Of”:

• Aus in the Sense of ‘From Somewhere’:
In some instances aus will be used for expressing
‘from somewhere’, such as when stating what
country/ place somebody is from. In those German
sentences the verb kommen (come) or stammen
(originate) needs to be used, whereas in English that
is not so.
Ich komme aus Spanien. (I’m from Spain.)
Ich stamme aus Deutschland. (I’m from Germany.)
In other uses of aus as in ‘from somewhere’, the
same verb in both languages will be used.
Ich trinke aus einem Glas. (I am drinking from a
glass.)
Ich hole meine Jacke aus dem Klassenzimmer. (I’m
getting my jacket from the classroom.)
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Aus welchem Material ist deine Bluse? (Out of what
material is your blouse made from?)
Was wird aus Altpapier gemacht? (What is made out
of recycled paper?)
• Aus in the Sense of ‘Out of/ Coming Out Of’:
Sie geht aus dem Haus jetzt. (She is coming out of the
house now.)
Das kleine Kind ist beinahe aus dem Fenster gefallen.
(The small child almost fell out of the window.)
• Aus in the Sense of ‘Out of/ Because Of/ Due to’
Er hat es aus persönlichen Gründen abgesagt. (He
did cancel due to personal reasons.)
Deine Mutter tat es aus Liebe. (Your mother did it out
of love.)
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One can ask the question, what kind of people are prospective parents who decide to have a child while
they are in possession of the facts that the chance is very high that the offspring will have birth defects?
The natural creative laws and recommendations are very clear: Every human being has the inalienable
right to a healthy body, consciousness and psyche. This law is a fundamental natural creative right.
People who procreate in full awareness that their offspring will have a genetic defect that affects the
body, psyche and consciousness and or lifespan, violate the following recommendations: The 6th: You
shall not kill in depravity. The 7th: You shall not rob and expropriate. And the 8th: You shall not bear
false witness against the truth, Creation and life.
The violation of the 6th recommendation is because a child would be born with a shorter than natural
lifespan because the genetic defect would prevent a normal healthy life.
The violation of the 7th recommendation is because the prospective parents rob and expropriate the
child, with its spirit form and consciousness-forms from a life that would allow the best possible
opportunity, when seen from a physical, psychological and consciousness-related health, for materialconsciousness-related/spiritual evolution. (This because that child would spend a lot of time in hospitals,
getting treatments, etc. instead of learning/evolving).
It also delays and robs the Creation Universal Consciousness from the best possible evolution while an
unnatural hindered and shortened life delays the consciousness-related and spiritual evolution of a
human and therefore delays the unification of the spirit form with the Creation eons later.
In the greater context of evolution, think of many thousands of incarnations of a spirit form which would
have been less then optimal, just add all the years of delay and see why it is a major contributing (but not
sole) factor in the phenomena that some humans evolve within 60 million years to the high council and
some take a whopping 20 million years LONGER.
The violation of the 8th recommendation is because the parents who beget a child with a birth defect
willingly and knowingly think, feel and act against better knowledge and judgment of a truthful fact and
therefore bear false witness against the truth, Creation and life since. The subsequent actions lead to the
facts described previously.
You can see how the laws and recommendations of the Creation work as a perfect system to determine
the right course of action in any conceivable situation.
Seen from the side when the laws and recommendations are followed in this situation it would mean that
only offspring would come into the world who would be void of all known and curable defects.
Following the natural creative laws and recommendations would also inspire people to focus on
detecting, understanding and curing more genetic defects.
Following the natural creative laws and recommendations would provide for the best possible evolution
in every aspect.
The natural creative laws and recommendations always provide for a positive and negative in perfect
balance.
Jacob Smits
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Member Spotlight – Melissa Swem
I lived with my highly active, church
going, Mormon family I am the 5th child
out of 7. Till just after the age of 8, I lived
in Wyoming with my family.
My family and I moved from Wyoming to
Washington State. Two years later my
parent divorced and I continued to live in
Washington with my mother and younger
siblings and go to school. By the age of
15, I moved out of state to live with my
eldest sister and her family, in Utah. My
mother thinks I was getting into too much
trouble and wanted to send me to a
different environment.
After arriving in Utah, I finished high
school, moved out to live on my own,
started to pick up different jobs and when
I was 18 met my soon to-be husband,
Gary.
A year later I became pregnant and so I
we married, which we did in the next
state, at a chapel/drive-thru, in Las
Vegas, Nevada. The pianist at the
wedding happened to also be an
Elvis impersonator, in full costume.
After the birth of my son Paul, we moved
to Florida temporarily for 1 year, then
finally moved north to Massachusetts,
where we settled and where I bore 2
more children, my daughter Samantha
and my son, Jonathan. I remained very
active in the Mormon Church as it was
important for me to "do the right thing" for
my family, and it was all that I knew at
the time for the "right thing" to be.
I attended Professional Massage
Therapy School for 2 years in Boston,
Massachusetts from the year 2004-2006
when I graduated.
A year later in 2007 my family and I
planned to attend my youngest sister's
wedding in Washington State. We
decided to drive from Massachusetts,
because of my husbandsʼ fear of flying.
After a whole day of driving, we reached
Pennsylvania and decided to continue to
drive through instead of stopping for rest
at a motel for I was awake and able to
drive from resting earlier as a passenger.
On my shift of driving at about 1am in the
morning, a deer started to run across the
highway directly in front of my vehicle. I
swerved our vehicle away from the large
animal so as not to hit it, allowing both of

us to remain well on our own paths.
Unfortunately the vehicle I was driving did
not handle such swerves very well, and the
vehicle started to continue to swerve, out of
control until it started to roll about 15 times,
across the highway, a median and onto the
opposite highway and side. My eldest son
who was 11 years old at the time was
thrown from the vehicle mid-roll and died
due to the accident.
Almost 6 months later after the accident, I
decided that I no longer wanted to live the
way I had been living. The stress from
my marriage, of which was difficult
and stressful for the entire duration, was no
longer a situation I wanted myself, and my
two remaining children to live in. I decided to
divorce my husband and move out of state.
Currently I live in Ohio with my new family
group. I live a humble and modest life style
with my new companion Steve, and my two
children. During the time I have stayed here
in Ohio, I have been able to safely and
successfully struggle, think, cry, meditate,
learn about myself, grow, make mistakes,
learn about truth, learn about lies, and finally
I started to search for truth. I realizing that
church and religion was not necessary to
apply to my life, I left the Mormon Church.
Later a friend of my mothersʼ contacted me.
She claimed to be a Spiritual Psychic.
Though she was popular, went out of her
way to contact me about something very
important. She wanted to tell me that my son
Paul had contacted her to give me a
message of love and of a desire for him to
work with me as a healer to help others.
After receiving that phone call I was hooked
on this new idea that my son, who
had passed away and I missed so dearly,
wanted to work with my via the spirit world to
help heal others. Being a massage therapist,
which was my only profession, I looked for a
way to work with the spirit of my son, I did
anything to become involved and learn
about the spirit of things. I kept searching for
spiritual matters along with the theological
and scientific matters of life and death and
life after death.
I started to involve myself with Reiki healing,
of which I certified myself to do. I involved
myself with groups who claimed to know the
truth. I was literally looking all over the
Internet for anything that might be the truth.
Then after some time went by, and results

were not happening and my thoughts
started forming, my common sense began
to kick in and I slowly started to realize a lot
of the things I so truly wanted to believe in,
were simply not true. It hit me hard and I
experienced some deep-felt emotion and
feelings of sadness and anger concerning
own foolishness and about the lies I was
trying to believe.
Amazingly months later I started to look
around again on the Internet and came
across stories about Billy. I did not want to
fall into any more lie traps and was not sure
what to believe but what I knew of the
information I was reading, that if it were
true, made sense. So because I found
some sense in what I was reading, I
continued.
Everything that I have learned so far from
the material on the FIGU forums and from
the spiritual teachings kept making sense
to me. A couple of times during my
research of the FIGU material, I began to
question concepts that I did not
understand. After more research, the
concepts always became easily accepted
and understood. Even the concepts that I
knew I could not prove, seemed logical to
me. So far, I have not come across any
FIGU material that has not ultimately
made common sense to my
understanding.
I am currently preparing to learn German.
I am planning on preparing myself to work
again as a massage therapist in this area
of Ohio. I love to cook, read, write, draw,
learn, listen to music, whistle, and anything
funny. I am currently homeschooling my
two children
I am happy to continue to learn, and to
recognize the truth of what I read. I am
happy to be a part of this group for it is a
decision I made in honest search for the
truth.

